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This easy
striped scarf
in vibrant
pinks will
brighten up    
any outfit.
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https://www.facebook.com/fauxshionista
https://www.pinterest.com/fauxchet/easyloop-fauxch%C3%A9t-patterns/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC69TRurkgFkQ_V0--_MfjtA


FINISHED SIZE: One size 
(4 1/2” x 84”)
YARN: 6 oz. worsted weight yarn
(4 oz. color A and 2 oz. color B)
A  red     B  light pink
TOOL TENSION: Using the  
easyloop® tool, PULL NEEDLE 
BACK 1 inch and PUSH NEEDLE 
INTO LOOP 1 inch.
GAUGE: 13 sts and 10 rows = 4 inches
STITCHES USED: DOUBLE SLIP 
STITCH (push tool through BOTH 
FRONT and BACK LOOPS), turning 
work at the end of each row.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUES USED:
HORIZONTALLY STITCHED 
STRIPES: Scarf is stitched            
horizontally, but when the finished 
piece is turned, the stripes          
appear vertical. Stripes are made 
by changing colors when desired. 
Be sure to count rows if desiring 
equal width stripes.

SCARF
FOUNDATION CHAIN: Using 
color A, chain 200 plus 1 turning 
stitch. Turn work.

Vibrant 
Striped  
Scarf

 4 1/2”

84”

ROW 1: Slip stitch across row, 
making 1 turning stitch at the end 
of row. Turn work.
ROWS 2-6: Double slip stitch 
across row, making 1 turning stitch 
at the end of each row before 
turning work. At the end of row 6,                                         
cut yarn color A and rethread    
tool with yarn color B (see adding                                                     
new yarn technique section of 
book).
ROWS 7-11: Using color B,       
double slip stitch across row,   
making 1 turning stitch at the end 
of each row before turning work. 
At the end of row 11, cut yarn                                                 
B and rethread tool with yarn        
color A.
ROWS 12-17: Using color A,   
double slip stitch across row,   
making 1 turning stitch at the end 
of each row before turning work.
At the end of row 17, cut yarn A 
and end work by fastening off with 
1 extra chain stitch into the last 
stitch.

FINISHING: Cut yarn and weave 
loose ends in. v

TECHNIQUE TIP
When turned horizontally, this 
stitch pattern makes a great        
ribbing for cuffs and waistbands, 
due to it’s mock rib look.
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